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With the number of nuclear power units into commercial operation gradual 
increasing, the problem of how to protect nuclear power plants safe, stable and efficient 
operation has been got much more concerned and studied day by day. Modification is 
becoming more and more important, which as an important guarantee means to protect a 
nuclear power plant security, stability and high efficient operation. At present, the whole 
business operation mode is faced the situation of low efficiency, quality and progress 
uncontrollable, high operating cost, etc. It is more difficult to meet field need, also have a 
potential impact on the safe and stable operation of the unit. By fishbone diagram, the 
article summarize and analysis the existing problems in the overall operation mode, then 
get the main problem of the operation mode is weak management of group plants, 
complex process, interface too much, suppliers relative monopoly and so on. Through 
improvement and application of business process, supplier and information, to control and 
improve the cost, schedule, quality and risk, in order to improve the business efficiency of 
enterprises, enhance the brand effect. The specific improvement direction can be divided 
into the following points: first, through the management of group of factory to solve 
intensive problems; second, improve efficiency by simplifying the process; third, through 
supplier selection and mode improvement, to clear responsibility and reduce differences; 
fourth, through the development of software platform, to ensure the assessment and clear 
performance, to prevent buck passing to ensure the progress and quality. According to the 
above improving direction, through the form of discussion and quantitative analysis 
hoping the schedule, quality and operational efficiency of the whole business of 
modification will be greatly enhanced, and corresponding cost can significantly decreased. 
Especially, through guarantee the unit safe and reliable operation to enhance the whole 
unit efficiency of economic operation, then achieve the win-win situation. Also provides a 
reference example for the whole industry. 
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